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Play tourist for a day and ride the carousel at Pier This list for little train lovers gives you the inside scoop of
where to ride the rails around the Bay Area. Plan a picnic day at these spots with million dollar views and
grass for the kids to run, run, run! Get your STEM fix at these museums where science is all around you. Find
out all the best spots there and in nearby Carmel and Pacific Grove when your road trip down south. Take a
break from the library and go to story time at the botanical garden, bookstore or museum nearby. How are
Jelly Beans made? Learn about where all your favorite treats come from at these local food factory tours.
Book your next birthday at these favorite birthday locations and leave the party planning to the experts. Bar
SZ Ranch Hit the hay at these local farms where you can spend the night. Spend some time on the islandsâ€”
Alcatraz and Angel Island , that is. A quick ferry ride will get you there to learn all about the history of these
amazing spots in San Francisco Bay. Kids Gym Berkeley These indoor playspaces are the place to be when
the rain falls. Get the family dining together with these meal delivery services that make your job easy. Book a
weekend at one of these glamping spots that offer campfires without having to pitch your own tent. The best
things in life are free especially when you get a free day at your local museum. Speaking of free, there are
loads of free things to do, right in Golden Gate Park. Take a walk on the wild side with these kids menus for
adventurous eaters. Make your way to wine country and bring the kids! These wineries are all set up to
welcome the whole family, tots included. These consignment shops are the place to be when your kid is
growing like a weed. Meet some animals up close and personal at these 20 wildlife centers. Get in some after
hours time at your favorite aquarium or museum where you can spend the night. Get your goggles on and dive
in to one of these indoor pools that are open year round. San Francisco has some of the most epic playgrounds
around. Start checking off our list of 30 favorites. Cast your fishing line at these local lakes and piers where
dinner is waiting. Dine on dim sum. Our California Academy of Sciences guide is all you need to make the
most of your visit. Take some time to smell the roses at these botanical gardens. Visit Japan without getting on
a plane. Spend the afternoon exploring these bike paths and bike parks that are perfect for the tiny
two-wheelers. Hop on a cable car and explore all that Market Street has to offer. Make some time to meet the
lemurs at the San Francisco Zoo. Make your next meal out a memorable one in a good way! Every kids
deserves a spot where they feel welcomed. These playgrounds and playspaces offer resources for special needs
kid s so that they can join in the fun with their peers. Sprouts Cooking Classes Kids, the dinner is on you!
Plan an epic visit to Tahoe in the summer or when the mountains are covered in snow. North Lake Tahoe and
nearby Reno offer even more adventure so plan to stay a while! Head to Corona Heights and check out the
newly-renovated Randall Museum. Bonus, admission is free! Visit CuriOdyssey, climb the dragon-themed
playground at Coyote Point and enjoy the uniquely-delicious waffles at Eggettes when you visit San Mateo.
The summer months mean one thingâ€”county fair time! Check out this list of our favorite county fairs where
you can see the rodeo, ride the Zipper and dine on funnel cakes. Get out and explore the local waterways the
best way you can, on a kayak. Looking for a gift of memories instead of more stuff? Grab a gift at one of these
independent toy stores. Mendocino Farms and their epic eats have made their way to the Bay Area and we
could not be more thrilled. Bring Fido along when you dine out at one of these dog-friendly eateries. Drop the
kids off at one of these spots where dinner and entertainment are included. Strap them in the strollers and hit
the trails at these hiking spots that are good for the littlest hikers. Get the guppies in the water at these favorite
swim lesson spots. The East Bay is loaded with awesome parks. Pick a new one and hit the slides! Settle in
with a good book at one of our favorite independent bookstores. This list of LEGO resale shops is your holy
grail. In the summer it is berry season and in the fall apples are king. Pick a bunch today! Lace up your skates
retro-style at these local roller rinks. When Karl the Fog rolls in, warm up with a bowl of tasty soup. Find your
mama tribe at the new parenting space, The Open Nest. Tiny dancers will love this list of classes just for them.
Spend some time exploring these 10 California road trips. Grab your kids some free grub at these restaurants
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where the shorties eat free. Splash around in these amazing urban fountains. Another way to get wetâ€”head to
these nearby lakes for a day on and in the water. Dress up in your finest and plan a tea party. Look to the stars
and learn about the world beyond our atmosphere at these stargazing spots. These totally rad skate parks are
ready for you. Chase some waterfalls and let the kids explore on these amazing waterfall hikes that are at their
peak after springtime rains arrive. Every day is taco Tuesday at these spots that know how to do the taco just
right. A warm summer night is the perfect time to enjoy these outdoor movie nights. Do a double good deed:
Make your way south and follow our recs to get the most out of your next road trip to LA. Make some mom
and dad friends at these local playgroups. Everyone knows that brunch is the best meal of the day. Make some
art as a family! Say cheese in front of these cool walls that will send your family pics to the next level. Have
the kids tried all of these iconic San Francisco desserts? What are you waiting for? These stroller hikes are
perfect when you want to get the kids out for some fresh air. Every spring this amazing book fair comes to
Berkeley. Bookworms, mark your calendars now! Make your way to Mendocino to kayak, horseback ride on
the beach and explore the gorgeous coastline just north of San Francisco. Deck the kids out in some trendy
styles from head to toe at Whoa Dude! Tween and teens will love the cool, casual style at Orange Bird in
Hayes Valley. Got grandparents in town? Spend some time exploring these spots with them. These
kid-friendly bars are perfect for dining out with friends and kids. If the days are warm and the kids want to get
wet, head to one of these amazing splash parks. These local batting cages will let your tune up your swing in
no time. Dining with views of the Golden Gate Bridge? This list has all the best outdoor dining spots. Stock up
on sweet treats at these local candy shops. Let us help you be the rock star mom or dad we know you are!
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But, you only have a weekend. So what to do? Read on for my ultimate guide to San Francisco in a weekend!
Even on a sunny day, things can get chilly! Your best bet is to always carry a jacket, no matter what season.
With only 6 guest rooms, this is the perfect spot for anyone looking for comfort and intimacy in their
accommodation. At one point in time, it was the largest and most costly hotel in the world. It is still timelessly
beautiful. Airbnb is also a great way to arrange accommodation during your visit and offers a variety of
apartments and rooms for rent across the city at competitive prices. Across the bay, in Tiburon, this lovely cafe
offers great seafood, brunch, and burgers, with lovely views out over the sea. Otherwise, try showing up 30
minutes before opening and you might be able to grab a seat at the bar. Menu items include fluffy benedicts,
homemade jam, fresh omelets, spicy Italian sausage, five types of French toast. One of the best ways to see it
is by bike, so rent a pair of wheels for a quick jaunt to Sausalito and back. The Zeitgeist is located in The
Mission area of the city and features a nice outdoor area that is perfect for relaxing with a few pints. On days
with good weather, expect the beer to be flowing and the garden to be packed with locals. Have your fill of
fresh sandwiches and wraps at Salumeria, a tasty Italian bistro in the Mission District. Start off with an
antipasto of cucumbers, pole beans, and preserved lemonâ€”then go for the chili-caper egg salad, with
Calabrian chili and kale chips. One of the best places for seafood in San Fran, this cash-only restaurant offers
some of the best shrimp, oysters, and sashimi, all of which are freshly prepared. There are only around twenty
seats so be ready for a long line to get in. The neighborhood is colored with vibrant tapestries and graffiti that
light up the alleyways and parking lots. Guided tours are the best way to learn all about the famous inmates
including Al Capone , prison breaks, and general history on the island. The night tour offers stunning sunset
views of the bay and a spooky tour of the jail! Make sure to keep your eye out for the famous Bushman street
performer! You can catch the boat to Alcatraz Island from the pier also! Keep a lookout for sea lions! With
beautiful Chinese architecture, a wonderful atmosphere and the beautiful Chinatown Gate this is a great area to
explore. From excellent meat platters to tasty pintxos, this newly opened restaurant facing onto the bay serves
up savory Spanish cuisine and fabulous cocktails. Grab dinner at the authentic Italian restaurant, a staple for
nearly 20 years. The ambiance is cozy, comfortable and intimate- be sure to call ahead with a reservation as it
gets quite popular after five. Gracias Madre Best Vegetarian: Offering wonderful organic vegan food in a
Mexican style, this restaurant is enough to convince even a carnivore that not every meal needs meat in it.
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SF Open Studios is the oldest and largest open studios program in the country, featuring an annual, month-long,
city-wide art event that showcases over emerging and established San Francisco artists in their studios over four
weekends in October and November.

On account of its vibrant economy and pleasant climate, San Francisco is also a popular destination for
millennial transplants from other parts of the U. So why would any frugal traveler possibly want to visit San
Francisco? San Francisco is worth at least one visit in a lifetime. Other cities are coming online all the time, so
check the CityPASS site regularly before you plan any trip. Unlike CityPASS, which gives you as much time
as you need to hit a handful of included attractions, the GO San Francisco Card challenges you to reach as
many destinations as possible within a strict time-frame. GO Cards include general admission to a slew of Bay
Area attractions, including many featured in this guide: GO San Francisco Cards come in several flavors: Your
choice will depend on how long you spend in the city. It includes admission to 28 Bay Area attractions,
though the exact count and mix is subject to change over time. You have 30 days from activation to visit each
attraction. Like the Explorer Pass, Build Your Own requires no payment at the gate and remains active for 30
days. Exactly how much is up to you, but longer passes theoretically offer greater potential savings. Both have
free apps available for download, plus desktop-friendly websites listing time-sensitive discounts and package
deals. Countless small, independently owned businesses use social coupons to market themselves. Turn on
push notifications, even if you normally shy away from that sort of thing. Push notifications are especially
useful in my experience for travelers looking to save money at restaurants without settling for meals they
could just as easily get in their hometowns. Look at it this way: The best views can be found in Lincoln Park,
which is free to enter. Today, Alcatraz is a wildly popular tourist attraction operated by the National Park
Service. Unlike most national parks, advance reservations are strongly encouraged for day visitors. Alcatraz
Cruises is the official ticket vendor and ferry operator. Inquire with it about package deals and trip planning
information. Be warned that Coit Tower can get extremely busy, so arrive early to take photos without
bumping elbows or cluttering your shot. Its extensive collection includes more than 50, books and ,
photographs, not all of which are on display in the gallery, and serves as a crucial resource for historical
research. Areas of focus include native cultures, Spanish colonization, the Gold Rush era, landscape art, and
19th and 20th century migration, among others. Basically, Pier 39 is a big outdoor mall jutting into San
Francisco Bay, replete with overpriced souvenir shops and themed restaurants. An adjacent, undeveloped pier
provides excellent views of the city and bay as well. Save a few bucks on admission when you book a combo
ticket to the Dungeon and Madame Tussauds wax museum, which is just next door. Visitor center and Hyde
Street Pier open daily, 9: The main attraction here is a collection of old, refurbished ships from throughout
maritime history â€” vessels that all, at once point or another, plied the waters of San Francisco Bay. For
another slice of history, venture a few blocks south to Ghirardelli Square , a shopping complex and venue
hewed from an old chocolate factory â€” but watch out for Pier like prices. Highlights include more than a
dozen bird of prey species, exotic fowl such as ostriches , big cats, bears, primates, and terrifying Komodo
dragons. The property contains more than 8, plants, shrubs, and trees. For help making sense of the
overwhelming variety on display, come for one of the docent-led tours at 1: San Francisco Botanical Garden is
a popular gathering place for native birds as well. Birdwatchers can get a curated look at 8am on the first
Sunday of every month. Tuesday through Sunday, 9: High points include extensive collections of American,
African, and Oceanic art, as well as a stunning textile repository. Another perk of the affiliation is that both de
Young and Legion of Honor are optional CityPASS inclusions opposite the Exploratorium, so you can hit both
for half the price if your artsy side wins out over your inner science buff.
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There are tons of amazing things to do in San Francisco, but we took on the seemingly impossible task of narrowing
down the city's endless offerings to a tidy list of essentials. Get the skinny on.

Within our legendary walls are numerous activities for kids of all ages to enjoy. When ready to venture outside
the hotel â€” the Palace is within walking distance of the best dining, shopping and attractions in San
Francisco. Open daily from 6: On Fridays, join us for Freezie Fridays, poolside popsicle parties from On
Saturdays evenings, take in a Dive In Movie at the pool at 8: A dynamic trio of wonderful guys who have
greeted guests of the Palace for more than 30 years. They know every inch of San Francisco. They are waiting
to share all the fun and exciting adventures this magical city holds. Originally established in , the Palace is an
icon that has fun and fabulous stories hiding around every corner. Meet a Palace Ambassador in the lobby by
the flowers. The Palace Saturday Signature Tea is a wonderful way for the family to spend precious time
together while celebrating the beautiful ceremony of tea. Relax in the magnificent setting of The Garden Court
and enjoy savory and sweet items perfectly paired with your favorite cup of tea. The Pied Piper is home to the
famous Maxfield Parrish painting, delicious food and an array of signature beverages. Sit and visit over a root
beer and watch the game. The handsome, welcoming setting of the Pied Piper makes for a great spot to enjoy
some real quality time. Reservations are not available. Movie Night There is something super fun about
watching a movie while staying in a hotel. Now enjoying a movie in the comfort of your Palace guest room
just got even better! Our Chef Concierge, Jose Lopez, will provide travel tips, hospitality etiquette and the ins
and outs of being a savvy traveler at any age! Meet Jose by the flowers in the lobby.
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Chapter 5 : Fun and unusual activities to do in San Francisco
Palace History Tour Gather the family and take a tour of San Francisco's most historic hotel. Originally established in ,
the Palace is an icon that has fun and fabulous stories hiding around every corner.

Over 10 million walkers and cyclists walk and bike across the Golden Gate Bridge every year â€” it offers one
of the most amazing views of the SF skyline, Alcatraz , Angel Island , SF Bay usually filled with sailboats ,
and the Pacific Ocean. Book early because it sells out fast. The "Cell Block" audio walking tours are
fascinating. Pier 39 also has fun shops, restaurants and attractions, including Aquarium of the Bay â€” check
out their beautiful jelly fish! Be prepared to wait in line, especially during peak tourist season. Enjoy Tea
Tastings at fun Chinatown tea shops and learn the wonders of tea. Enjoy tea in their open-air Tea Room that
overlooks the gardens. Lombard Street â€” Crookedest Street in the World! The views from the top of
Lombard Street are stunning. You can see Coit Tower and Alcatraz. The Cable Car Powell-Hyde line stops
here to let passengers take pictures. North Beach has so many great restaurants â€” here are a few of our
favorites: The show is a hilarious musical fairy-tale, featuring performers in wildly extravagant costumes and
outrageously huge hats. Prepare to be entertained: Ghirardelli Square is a fun place to visit - it offers fabulous
waterfront dining, upscale art galleries, fine shops, live entertainment, and great people-watching. Champagne
Brunch Cruise on SF Bay Treat your honey to a romantic Champagne Brunch Cruise what better way to cruise
the picturesque waters of San Francisco Bay than sipping on champagne and mimosas and enjoying a lavish
brunch. The state-of-the-art museum houses priceless collections of American art and art of the Native
Americas, Africa, and the Pacific. Our favorite Special Exhibits have included: In February the museum
announced an exciting addition to its permanent collection â€” promised gifts of works by some of the biggest
names in art in the last half-century â€” Jackson Pollock, David Smith, Willem de Kooning, Jasper Johns,
Robert Rauschenberg, Francis Bacon and Gerhard Richter. Muir Woods is a very popular Marin attraction and
it can get very crowded. We suggest that you take a leisurely tour and leave the driving and parking hassles to
someone else. No need to worry about drinking and driving â€” take a fun California Wine Country Tour from
San Francisco and leave the driving to someone else. California has very tough drinking and driving
enforcement. See its majestic granite cliffs, giant Sequoias and spectacular flowing waterfalls. More Fun SF
Tours.
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At the top of your Opera window, near the web address, you should see a gray location racedaydvl.com it. In the window
that pops up, click Clear This Setting; You're good to go! Reload this Yelp page and try your search agai.

All of this led me to create a list of fun and interesting bits of information about SF. Read on to discover 25
things you probably did not know about San Francisco. Before it was renamed to San Francisco, this small
city by the bay was called Yerba Buena. Yerba Buena means, "Good herb" in Spanish. It was founded in , but
renamed in Portsmouth Square in Chinatown was the location of the public square in Yerba Buena. SF has the
second largest Chinatown outside of Asia. It is around one mile long by one and a half miles wide. More than ,
people live in Chinatown. SF also has the largest and oldest Japantown in the United States. You will find
them in the China exhibit. The city is built on more than 50 hills. Many believe it only has 7 or 9 hills, but
there are a total of more than 50 named hills. While there are sharks that live in the bay, most are small and not
very dangerous. There are numerous great white sharks that live close by in the Pacific Ocean, but they rarely
make their way into the bay. Although a great white was spotted feeding in the SF Bay and caught on camera
for the first time in October ! SF is home to the largest competition of American wines in the world. The
annual Chronicle Wine Competition is held every February. You can sample the winners and other entrants at
the public tasting held a few weeks after the winners are announced. In addition to loving wine, the locals also
love independent films. SF is home to more than 50 film festivals each year. Some are large international
festivals. You are not allowed to bury your dead within the city limits. Because of this restriction, only two
cemeteries remain. One is behind the Mission San Francisco de Asis. The other is the National Cemetery in
the Presidio. In , the board of supervisors voted to stop all burials within the city limits due to space issues. To
make more room, they then decided to move the current graves down to Colma. This move took place
between the s and the s. His working lab was at Green Street. It allowed the city to rebuild and show that they
were once again an international city. Almost 19 million people from around the world attended this nine
month event. It was the primer used to protect the steel for the bridge during transit and the architect loved it
more than the other options, so he selected it as the official color. They thought it would make the bridge
easier to see through the fog, especially if it was under attack. There are hundreds of earthquakes every year in
the Bay Area. However, most are so small less than a 3. Al Capone arrived by train to Alcatraz. The warden at
the time was so worried about security that they loaded the train car onto a barge instead of unloading the
prisoners from the train and moving them to a boat. Capone was the main reason as they felt he may attempt
an escape or there would be trouble if he was removed from the train car prior to it reaching Alcatraz. They
are the not only the foggiest place in the US, but also in North America. We do get our fair share of fog here
though. We are covered in it more than days a year with July and August being the foggiest months. San
Francisco is not a large city. There are only around , people that live within the city and county of San
Francisco. However, the entire bay area is home to more than 7 million people. You will never run out of new
restaurants to try here. At any given time, there are more than 3, restaurants open in SF. Many famous people
were born in San Francisco. Here is a list of some of the most famous: May 31, Bruce Lee, Actor: November
27, Alicia Silverstone, Actor: October 4, Aishea Tyler, Actor: September 18, Natalie Wood, Actor: July 20,
Jerry Garcia, Musician: August 1, Robert Frost, Poet: March 26, Makoto Hagiwara of San Francisco is known
as the creator of the modern day fortune cookie. He was the first person in the US to serve it in his tea garden
in the late s. Friedman invented the bendy straw in San Francisco. He received a patent on it in San Francisco
is only seven miles long by seven miles wide. Due to its small size, it makes it really easy to see a lot in SF in
just one day. It took only four years to build the Golden Gate Bridge - The recent rebuilding of the Oakland
side of the Bay Bridge took 11 years - Attraction Tickets Make sure to pick up your tickets in advance for
these fun and popular SF attractions Ad.
Chapter 7 : SAN FRANCISCO â€“ best events, festivals, things to do â€“ November
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Top San Francisco Fun Activities & Games: See reviews and photos of fun activities & games in San Francisco,
California on TripAdvisor.

Chapter 8 : THE 10 BEST Fun Activities & Games in San Francisco - TripAdvisor
San Francisco is expensive. But if you know where to look, you can find fun free things to do and keep your wallet nice
and fat. San Francisco is expensive. But if you know where to look, you can.

Chapter 9 : Free Things to do Today in San Francisco | Funcheap
Discover hidden attractions, cool sights, and unusual things to do in San Francisco, California from The Wave Organ to
Beat Museum.
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